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A slide rule with a tag means it 
was supposed to be in a gallery, 
unless the tag Is Marked “ADOPT”

Every slide rule needs a tag 
whether it is to be in a gallery, 
or placed up for adoption as a
Duplicate. A tag may have torn off.

The date a specimen is received
Establishes the Accession # in the
Form YY.MM.DD.01...99 etc.

A generic date of 13.00.00.xx
 is used  for slide rules acquired 
prior to the current system.

Log slide
rule data

into archive
spreadsheet

Store slide rule
in proper Box

Pick a Slide 
Rule From a Box

Is there
 a pink 
stripe?

A pink stripe means a
Verification that the item
has has been posted into
the relevant gallery.

Archive boxes are organized 
by brand, region, or catagory, 
such as Pickett, MiscEuro, 
or Rarities. See list.

White merchanise tags
contain an Accession #,
such as [ 21.10.11.02 ],
brand model #'s and
possibly a donor's name

Start the process again
with another slide rule
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for scanning 
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Done! Put the slide
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Search “What's New!”
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